Abstract: We study the pitch and forrnant for Korean males and females from ten to thirteen years old who would have the serious variation of speech characteristics and describe a speaker-independent Korean 10-digit recognize to them. The modified MSVQ(Multi-Section Vector Quantization), MLP(Multi Layer Perceptions), and DHMMs(Discrete Hidden Markov Models) based recognition system with the 10-dimensional LPC, LSF, Cepstrum, and filter bank energies in frequency domain as the feature vectors are used. The speech recognize using Cepstrum or LSF coefficients shows better performance than those using LPC or filter bank energy.
Introduction
Although children have obvious need for voice operated interfaces, hardly anything is known about the performance of the speech recognition system to them. For males, there seems to be evidence of a sharp limit at the age of puberty and for females the limit is gradual, which can be attributed to the slowly growing vocal tract that causes a change in formants frequencies. Anyway the speech of children is very unstable. One of the characteristics of children speech is that the fundamental frequency of them is higher than that of adults. Also the time duration of children speech is longer and the temporal variability is greater than that of adults [ 1] .
Because of these characteristics, children speech recognize would be considered more carefully.
Experiment
The speech database is composed of isolated Korean 10-digits; /young(O)/, /iI(l)/, /i(2)/, /sam(3)/, /sa(4)/, /0(5)/, /yuk(6)/, /chil(7)/, /pal(8)/, /gu(9)/, which is the voice from the age of 10 to 13. Each word was digitized at 11kHz sampling rate and 8bit resolution. Each digit was spoken for 3times. In recognition experiment, 2 out of 3 speech data were used in training procedure and the other was used in test procedure. Speech data were pre- We extracted the pitch and formants about two vowels /i/ and /o/. By using autocorrelation function and center clipping finction, we estimated pitch period [2] . The pitch period was calculated in time domain. To extract formant frequencies, we used 10-dimensional LSF coefficient [3] . The forrnants range was determined by excluding maximum and minimum values in aII children's formants ranges. Table 1 shows that the pitch period of children speech is very short. It is remarkable that in vowel /o/, 2"d formants are very low and the gap 151 and 2ndformants is small.
B. Recognition
Our recognition system has experimented by MSVQ, MLP, and DHMMs. First, in MSVQ, the overall frame was normalized in 40 frames and then VQ was performed for each frame. MLP was composed of one hidden layer and we used the generalized delta rule. The gain term was set to 0.3 and the momentum term was set to 0.7.
The offset of each node and the initial values of connected weights were confined from -0.5 to 0.5. Also we used DHMMs using MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimation) techniques and Viterbi beam search. In table 2, we compared the performance of recognition system to 4 feature vectors. To LPC and FFT band energies, the recognition rate were lowered by approximately 3-6°/0. Analysis of the performance for each age showed that the recognition rate for 10 and 13 years old children is lower than that of others.
